How to edit a FULL SUMMER section

There are TWO summer sessions for the summer terms. If you would like the section to be in summer one only or full summer you will use the term 201187 and if you would like to have the session in summer two only you will use the term 201197. It is important to pay attention to the part of term coding in Banner.

Please see examples below in order to understand the section build process:

**Summer One Only**
These sections will have a term code of 201187 and a part of term of 1SU, this coding will designate the course as 4 weeks and the first summer session only.

Term: 201187  Part of Term: 1SU  01-JUN-2011  02-JUL-2011  4

**Summer Two Only**
These sections will have a term code of 201197 and a part of term of 1, this coding will designate the course as 4 weeks and the second summer session only.

Term: 201197  Part of Term: 1  06-JUL-2011  05-AUG-2011  4

**FULL Summer or Long Summer**
These sections will have a term code of 201187 and a part of term of 1, this coding will designate the course as 8 weeks and the entire summer.

Term: 201187  Part of Term: 1  01-JUN-2011  05-AUG-2011  8